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The word Mundane represent the world in latin language as “Mundas”. It is otherwise called a
“Medini Jyothisham” in Hindu astrology. In the recent past, inclination and interest to acquire deeper
knowledge in this branch has increased among the astrologers. In my humble experience in the field of
Astrology I have made sufficient study and research in the Mundane astrology. In the delineating the
subject to the best of successful predictions it is necessary to study “Samhita Grantas” like Brihat Samhita
etc., Because most of the important rules to estimate the mundane events regarding the geological
phenomena such as earthquakes, flood and natural calamities are well described in samhitas. Coming down
to the political astrology which is a branch in mundane astrology is mostly considered as a profitable
branch of astrology which is followed by many astrologers. This is as equally practiced as natal astrology.
Some are of opinion that the subject was originally developed in ancient Babylon. But generally people are
not considering that our “Bharat (INDIA)” is the originator for all astronomical and astrological factors
concern. There were Garga, Satyacharya, Parashara, Varahamihira and many more countless number of
genius in our country prior to Galileo and Ptolomy. From our Sanskrit word “Bhoogola” and “Kagola” we
are stronger enough to adduce the shape of the Universe as a sphere. The Kagola is the bigger circle
enveloping the earth (bhoo). Now let me furnish the planets and the Universal matters related to them
which are as follows.
1. SUN : Supreme authority in the country and States (Presidents, PM & CM).
2. MOON: Population and mood of the people, National security, Basic needs. Matters related to
Women and Agriculture.
3. MERCURY: Communication, Education, Politics, Transportation etc.
4. VENUS: Sufferings, diseases, arrogancy, jealousy, Defeat in war.
5. MARS: Armed forces, Police, war, industrial orientation.
6. JUPITER: Law & order, court, higher education, upper class people, banking, philanthropic
institutions, temples, religious places of worship.
7. SATURN: The System of government, property, infrastructure, law & order.
8. RAHU & KETU: Underground activities, plots, etc.
Since these nodal influences are greatly considered during the eclipses for the mundane matters, it
leads to the sufferings of the notable personalities.
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Similarly the 12 zodiacal houses are dealing with the national matters as noted below.
1st house : The whole nation
2nd house : Economy
3rd house : Communication, postal, radio, tv, etc.
4th house : Landed matters, housing, agriculture, and mainly the opposition in the parliament.
5th house : Pleasurable pursuits of the nation, sports and other general amusements, children and society
6th house : Working classes, armed forces and civil service and public health.
7th house : Foreign matters, war & treatise.
8th house : Public safety & Crime, relationship with foreign countries in financial matters.
9th house : Religion, Philosophy, science & the law.
10th house: Head of the state, government and prestige of the country.
11th house: Parliament and the local government.
12th house: Hospitals, homes for aged, prisons, religious institutions.

Mundane Horoscopes
Just as a natal chart cast for the birth time, the country and the states are having horoscopes cast for
the moment of their beginning. For eg. Our country is freed from British on 15/Aug/1947 and became
republic by 1950. The dates are taken in preparing the horoscope of the country. In many cases the correct
date is not so clear and in most cases a Nation or country has to go with analyzing the multiple charts. This
is to be done with the perfect available data.
It is generally in practices that the solar ingress in equinotical and tropical signs i.e. Aries (In vernal
equinox), Libra (Autumnal equinox) and Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn, these four quarterly
ingresses of the Sun, play the vital role of the nation and a horoscope is cast for the moment of the SUN’s
entry to all these 4 signs. With respect to the role of the planets and significance explained in this article are
to be keenly observed and predictions given. This apart the solar and lunar eclipses are also having more
influences over the countries where the eclipses are visible. This is the way of practice followed from
pretty longer period. Hence mundane astrology is having the great importance and significances in the
political arena and all good and bad results of the country. In those days the kings, rulers and administrators
were always guided by their royal astronomers & astrologers. The term “Raja Jyothisham”, “Raja
Vaidhyam” are even prefixed to the ancestors of the present traditional astrologers.
It is my personal opinion that Chart cast with respect to the date of formation of the country gives
the accuracy in predictions rather than other datas such as becoming independent, republic etc., When the
accurate data is not available, gochara can be applied for the required field in the required places (latitude
and longitudes).
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